
Supervisor meeting #3  

 

Date 31th Aug 2017 

Time 1000 - 1115 

Mode & Venue Physical, SIS level 5, Room 5036 

Attendees Ryan, Timothy, Wen li, Xin Yi, Alicia, Ling Wei 

Agenda - Clarify project with supervisor 
- Review acceptance comments with supervisor 
- Update supervisor about sponsor meetings 

Meeting 
minutes 

0: Clarify project again 
 
At business level make App work together? (eg. API) 
PSD real case scenario for our x-factor (testing) 
Usage level both BOT can combine 

 
1. Changes after acceptance based on prof ben's comments 
 
- Standardize to MongoDB 
- Integrate our apps (dashboard to display event stats for event 
organizers, dashboard to display stats or bot usage to workplace 
managers) 
 
2. Update about sponsor meeting 
 
- Changes (mobile responsiveness) 
- Inform supervisor that we are setting up meeting with GovTech to 
discuss possible integration with their resource booking system 
 
3. Update from tech team 
- Have to check their policies (what testing is required etc) 
- AWS? 
- Combine bots DB, separate DB for dashboard 
 
4. Arrange weekly meeting and ask about midterm presentation date? 

 
What are their real-use case scenarios for us to actually test our 
systems. 

• EvBot and Dashy is covered. Fabot? 

 
Separation of apps  

• Is the sponsor talking from a business requirement perspective 
or user? 

• Why exactly do they want the bots to work separately? Instead 
of integrating the bots via services to enable communication. 

• Specify the bots are able to communicate over an interface 
that we have developed. 

 
Supervisor mentioned that he couldn’t find EvBot on workplace when 
he first login. He suggested that we bring up to sponsor and discuss 



with sponsor what we can do to help people find EvBot. 

 

 
Prof’s comments: 

- Push the team to do more. 
- Should show the sponsor more potential use cases of the bots. 
- EvBot can make use of FaBot’s services to book facilities for 

any organisers’ events 

- New filter by group feature request 
- Show the group sizes 
- Have 1 filter and a sub filter. Combine two set of filters into 1 

set of filter. IE: Monday group 1, Monday group 2, Monday 
group 3 etc.  

- Modify the data model to include ^ 

- Made it clear that we are only using graph API to retrieve the 
data and the rest is coded by us. 

- Emphasize clearly that the apps are all built by us. Not just 
using the graph API. Must state clearly that we are only using 
FB API for data & web-hooks for bots 

- We need to show our team’s contribution clearly: exactly which 
part of the application was built by us?  

- Risk: not able to integrate due to high costs/ IT policy. 
- Supervisor asked what is the back up plan if there is no beta 

testing? Our Plan for beta testing ->  EvBot with SMU DotNet 
society workshops 

- Asana > Not detailed enough > doesn’t really show the time 
we spent on the project > Put in hours in the comment 
subsequently.  

 
Todo: 
Add test case link to our wiki -> anyone that have the link can view 
Add tableau  
 

To-do-list - Add test case link to our wiki -> anyone that have the link can 
view 

- Review change management requests 
- Reorganize wiki to clear our work more clearly 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 1115. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there 

are no amendments in the next day.  

 

Prepared by 

Tan Beng Guan 

 

Vetted and edited by 

Tay Wen Li 


